Training Course Information:
Modern Radar Systems (ATEP 01)

COURSE AIMS
This course aims to impart an appreciation of the capabilities, techniques and applications of modern military radar systems. It provides a basic level of analysis between the operational parameters and the role and capabilities of modern radar systems.

PRE-REQUISITES
This course assumes no prior knowledge of the subject matter, however, it is recommended that students have a background in maths, science or engineering. Students should be competent in high-school level mathematics.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
• Military technicians,
• Engineering officers,
• Defence personal involved in the procurement or specification of radar systems,
• Radar users and operators,
• Defence industry technicians and graduate engineers,
• Engineering management requiring an appreciation of radar,
• Graduate students in mathematics, science or engineering subjects.
COURSE CONTENT

Fundamental Concepts (1 hr)

- Basic concepts of radar
- Comparison of radar with other sensors
- Primary/secondary radar
- Monostatic, bistatic, multi-static configurations
- Block diagram
- Radar frequency bands
- Atmospheric attenuation
- Relationship between size, power, range and application
- Target parameters measurable by a radar

Radar Antennas (2 hr)

- Antenna parameters

  (matching, reciprocity, bandwidth, beamwidth, gain, effective aperture, radiation diagram, sidelobes, radiation resistance)

- Sidelobe control using tapered illumination functions
- Polarisation
- Microstrip Patch
- Waveguide Horn
- Parabolic Reflector
- Cassegrain Antenna

Radar Antennas (1 hr)

- Linear, planar, conformal arrays
- Array factor
- Electronic beam steering (E-scan arrays)
- Grating Lobes, element spacing requirements
• Advantages of electronic scanning over mechanical scanning
• Beam dilation
• Transmit Receive Modules (TRM), block diagram, digital control of phase & amplitude.

Pulsed Radar Parameters (1 hr)
• The Pulsed Principle
• Duty cycle, peak and average powers
• Pulse delay ranging, range gating
• Minimum range
• Maximum unambiguous range, low PRF
• Spectrum of pulsed radar
• Matched reception
• Range resolution
• Range accuracy
• Straddling Losses, multiple range sampling

Pulse Compression (1 hr)
• Factors influencing the duration of the transmitted pulse width, detection performance (range) vs. range resolution.
• The pulse compression concept.
• Linear frequency modulation.
• Compression factor.
• Range resolution as a function of bandwidth
• Matched filtering
• Range side lobes
• LFM spectrum
• Stepped frequency CW, resolution and unambiguous range
• Phase coding using Barker codes and other coding strategies.
- Range Doppler coupling
- Effects of eclipsing.

**Radar Detection in Noise (2 hr)**

- Radar range equation
- Threshold detection
- Probability of detection (Pd)
- Probability of false alarms (Pfa), false alarm rate (FAR), (noise-) bandwidth
- The nature of noise
- Sources of noise
- Thermal noise, statistics
- Noise Figure/Temperature
- Signal to noise ratio (SNR)
- Benefits of pulse integration
- System Losses
- Beam shape Losses
- Propagation losses,
- Atmospheric Losses, clear-air, poor weather
- Radar Cross Section Definition
- RCS of simple shapes
- Factors Influencing RCS
- Typical mean RCS of real targets
- Scintillation, allowance of extra SNR

**Radar Range Equation - tutorial / worked example (1 hr)**

- A worked example with be conducted within a tutorial session.
Clutter (1 hr)
- Surface clutter
- Volume clutter
- Backscatter coefficients
- Sources of clutter
- Land clutter
- Sea clutter
- Clutter limited detection ranges
- Statistical model of clutter (simplified models presented)
- Temporal decorrelation of clutter
- Anti-clutter techniques

Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) Detection (1hr)
- Adaptive thresholding
- Range cell averaging CFAR
- Assumptions and problems of cell averaging CFAR

CW Doppler Sensing & Frequency Modulation (FM) Ranging (1 hr)
- CW radar block diagram
- The Doppler effect
- Problems of CW Systems & Applications
- Baseband signals
- Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM) ranging
- 2 phase LFM (with/without Doppler)
- Sine FM Ranging

Doppler Processing (1 hr)
- Doppler effect in pulsed radars
- Quadrature detection
- Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) (conceptual description)
- Velocity gating
- The Coherent Processing Interval (CPI)
- Velocity resolution
- Clutter rejection
- Processing gains and losses

CW Doppler Radar — demonstration (1 hr)
- The I/Q channel waveforms from a quadrature detector, Doppler signature of targets and DFT processing will be demonstrated with a live radar in the classroom.

Moving Target Indicator (MTI) and Low PRF Pulse Doppler Radar (1 hr)
- Combining pulsed (ranging) with Doppler (velocity) systems
- Range and Velocity Ambiguities
- Problems of low PRF pulse Doppler
- Low PRF Pulse Doppler Applications
- Baseband Doppler
- MTI cancellers
- Blind zones, Staggered/multiple PRFs
- Digital MTI cancellation
- MTI cancellation parameters

High PRF Pulse Doppler Radar (1 hrs)
- High PRF Pulse Doppler Radar
- Unambiguous velocity
- Range ambiguity
- Typical waveform parameters
- Velocity search modes
- HPRF response to clutter
• Eclipsing
• Multiple PRF operation, avoidance of eclipsing, resolving range ambiguity
• FMICW
• Applications

Medium PRF Pulse Doppler Radar (1 hr)
• Range and velocity ambiguities
• Multiple PRF schedules
• Factors effecting choice of PRF
• Decoding range/velocity
• Blindness
• Maximum, minimum & mean PRF limits
• Typical parameters
• Applications

Tracking Radar (2 hrs)
• Range Tracking
• Velocity Tracking
• Monopulse Angle Tracking
• Tracking Errors due to Noise
• Tracking Errors due to Glint
• Low angle tracking, multi-pathing errors
• Frequency Agility
• Track-While-Scan, concepts

Tracking Radar – demonstration (1 hr)
• A live demonstration of amplitude comparison monopulse angle discrimination
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